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Christians claim that their BibleGod has unlimited power, thus infinite energy.  Their technical term for this 

unfounded claim is “omnipotence”. According to several dictionaries, omnipotent means: 

 

 An agency or force of unlimited power.
1
 

 Having unlimited or universal power, authority, or force; all-powerful.
2
  

 Able in every respect and for every work; unlimited in ability; all-powerful; almighty; as, the 

Being that can create worlds must be omnipotent.
3
  

 Omnipotent adj : having unlimited power [syn: almighty, all-powerful]
4
  

 Having virtually unlimited authority or influence.
5
  

 Strictly said of God (or of a deity) or His attributes: Almighty or infinite in power.
6
  

  

Thus, Christians claim their BibleGod is a source of energy that is all-powerful, without limits- and an energy 

source that is without limits has no limits; in other words, infinite. 

 

But is an infinite energy source even possible? According to Albert Einstein, no. Albert Einstein’s famous 

Special Theory of Relativity stated that Energy “E” is equal to Mass “M” times the Speed of Light “C” squared.  

E=MC
2
 

This theory has been proven time and again, Nagasaki and Hiroshima being just two examples. (As for those 

idiot Christians that claim “well, it’s only just a theory” let them sit at ground zero during the next open air test.)  

In Einstein’s equation, the Speed of Light (C) is a constant- it stays the same. However, the other two items are 

variables- that is, they may vary in value. In the equation, as one variable goes up in value, so must the other. 

 

Albert Einstein said of his theory that 

 

"It followed from the special theory of relativity that mass and energy are both 

but different manifestations of the same thing -- a somewhat unfamiliar 

conception for the average mind. Furthermore, the equation E is equal to m c-

squared, in which energy is put equal to mass, multiplied by the square of the 

velocity of light, showed that very small amounts of mass may be converted into 

a very large amount of energy and vice versa. The mass and energy were in fact 

equivalent, according to the formula mentioned before. This was demonstrated 

by Cockcroft and Walton in 1932, experimentally."
7
 

 

According to Einstein, energy and mass are equivalent, while according to simple algebra, if you were to 

increase energy to infinity in the equation, mass would also have to become infinite. In light of this fact, now 

consider the Christians’ claim that their BibleGod has infinite energy. 

 

For this claim to be a possibility, you must increase the value of the left-hand side of the equation, the Energy 

portion, all the way to infinity, to account for the theorized infinite energy of BibleGod. Recalling basic algebra, 

in an equation, everything on both sides of an equal sign must stay equal. Thus, if you stick a Biblegod of 

infinite energy into the “E” Energy variable on the left, you must up the  “M” Mass variable (on the right) to 

infinity as well. Keeping an equation equal is a law of basic algebra, taught to seventh graders throughout our 
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land. And as a consequence of seventh grade algebra, Christians are now left with the absurdity of a universe 

filled to the brim with infinite mass. 

 

Does this jive with reality? No, it does not. We do not see our universe, every square inch of it, solidly packed 

with matter so dense that empty space has ceased to exist, as it would be if the Christians were correct in their 

theory. Our very existence disproves the Christian claim of a god of infinite power. All claims of omnipotent 

gods were forever destroyed along with Nagasaki and Hiroshima. Thus the conclusion: 
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